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ZINC ·· l,lO~PHENANTHROLINE COMPLEXES AND 
THEIR ANALYTICAL APPLICATION1 
John Hibbert McClure and C. V. Banks 
From the Department of Chemistry 
Iowa State College 
I. ABSTRACT 
The use of ultraviolet spectropho·tometry for quantitative inor-
ganic analytical purposes has long remained unexploited o An extremely 
large number of complexes of metals have characteristic: absorption 
properties in the visible portion of the spectrum and many colorJ.= 
metric methods of analysis depend upon this facts With the present 
availability of ultraviolet spectrophotometric equipment the charac= 
t eristic absorption properties of many "colorless" metallic complexes 
in the ult.raYiolet region of the spectrum should as conveniently be 
capable of similar utilizationo 
With a view to extending the knowledge of "colorless 11 complexes 
with absorption in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum a study of 
the zinc~l:lO~·phenanthrollne complexes was undertaken . 
Experiments are cited which show t.hat the optimum pH to be used 
in he study is 5 and that maximum absorption of the complex occurs 
at 292. 5 mu.. Co~sequently these conditions are used throughout the 
succeeding portions of the work. 
A time study of the stability of the complex was carried out . 
Results ::;ited indicate that equilibrium is rapidly established and 
is maintained for at least 115 hours .. 
Studies made by means of the use of Job1 s methcd of continuous 
variations, the mole ratio method.11 and a condu·;l;.(.-t.hetric method pre-· 
sent evidence that the ratio of 1,10-phenanthroline to zinc in t.he 
complex is 2gl. On the basis of further evidence howeverJ .it is 
finally concluded that there axe in reality three complexes formed o 
IThis--;aper is based on a PhD thes.i.s by Sohn Hi,bbert. McClure~ submitted 
in June , 1.95L 
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The molar absorbancy indexes and the instability constants of 
the three complexes are estimated by a method of successive approx= 
imations . The values obtained for these quantities are as followg 
9.1 = 10,000, a2 = 18~500 a3 = 28 500 and K1 :::: 3.4 x lo-7 
x2 ::: 1 X 10-12 and K.3 :::: 9.17 X 10"'1.4 for the molar e.bsorbancy indexes 
and instability constaJJ.ts of the hl~ the ,2gl a:nd the Jgl complexes 
respectively. 
An equation was developed involving these six quanti ties ~rnd the 
analy·tical concentra"Lion of the zinc (II) and 1~10-phenanthroline by 
means of which~ it should be possible to calctuate the abaorbancy of 
any mixture of zinc (II) and 1~10-phenanthroline. Results obtained 
were only fair but were as good as similar calculation made using 
values given for the three instability constants in the l~terature by 
Ie M. Kol thoffo 
The molar absorbancy index of l,lO=phenanthroline was determined 
to have a value of 6.?660o This value is also necessary i.n the calcu.~ 
lations mentioned abovee 
A method for the determination of zinc(II) is ou lined ar.rl the 
interference of various ions is shown. A statistical analysis of the 
data is carried out for the purpose of determining the bes straight 
line through the data and to prove that the Beer"'·Lambert law is 
obeyed . Further analysis of the data provides a measure of the error 
t.o be expected in a determination, and permits estimation of whether 
a given ion Interferes . 
It was ~onsidered particularly des~rable ·o be able to deter~ 
m:i.ne z:l.nc as a contaminant in metallic zirconium but this can not be 
done a~curately since zirconium(IV) forms a complex with the 
l~lO~phenan:.hroline. Iron(III) is reduced in solu ion to iron(II) 
which interferes and since iron is a very common contaminan the 
method has limited application. It appears however~ to have promise 
in the determination of zinc(II) in t..he presence of aluminum(III) 
provided that iron is absent. 
Sodium p-sulfobenzenearsonic acid was prepared to be used as a 
masking reagent for zirconiU111(IV)o This material haB the property 
of keeping zirconiUlll(JV) in solution at t..he pH used but has itself 
a high absorbancy which negates its use in this method. It is sug-
gested that possibly a sulfonated alkyl arsonic a<~id might be 
useable e The spectra of the sodiUlh p~sulfobenzenearsonic ac-id ar1d 
of n~propylarsonic acid are given •. 
In general, in the absence of ions which interfere with 
l,lO~phenantproline su~h as iron , nickel(II), copper(II)v and 
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zirconium(IV), a prec1s2on of at least ! 10 ug zinc(II ) per 100 ml . 
of solution is to be expectedo 
II. INTRODUCTION 
Chemic~ Abstracts lists nearly one thousand publications rela= 
ing to the analytical chemistry .of zinc. References t.o other phases 
of work being done on zinc are equally numerous. Ii might be thought 
that this :is an eJ~aessive nu.mber of publications to be devoted to any 
single element.. If~ however•, the leng h of time that zinc compo.mds 
and metal1ic zinc have been known is considered, it may be se•:m that 
these references probably represent only a small fraction of the work 
which has been done on this metal . 
To obtain some idea of the age of this element it must be remem~ 
bered that zinc compounds were used for medicinal purposes in the time 
of Pliny the Elder (2.3-79 A.D . ) . Marco Polo described the manufacture 
of zinc oxide in Persia in the thirteenth century and the metal was 
used in Europe during the fifteenth century when it was known commonly 
as counterfeht e 
Since this was probably one of the first element.s known along 
with gold, silver and copper its use was wide spread . Present day 
usage of zinc in all its forms is probably even greater and its spc~ 
clfie Jharacter renders any knowledge about it valuable . 
In view of the large number of publications concerning the 
analytical chemistry of zinc, why should another publicatJ.on in this 
field be merited? 
It was fel t.hat there was a ~onsiderable need for a method to 
determine small amounts of zinc without the use of -1-:he speci.fi·;} tech~ 
niques required in the operation of a spectrographo The purpose of 
this work was o develop such a method and in so doing to contribute 
t,o the general knowledge of the aqueous chemistry of zinc o 
The use of a spectrophotometric met;hcxl suggested itself at once . 
It was realized that ther~ were very few colored compounds of zinc and 
of these few, only one or two would be at all applicable to a methcxl 
for the determination of this element o Fortune and Mellon (9) list 
zinc as one of the ions which interfere tn the determination of :.'..ror. 
(II) wit..h 1, lOc·phenanthroline. Blau (2) in 1898 prepared a compound 
of zinc and l,:lO~phenanthroline in whiJh the ratio of l,lO=phenan= 
throline to zinc was Jg 1. On this basis it was decided to investi= 
gate the properties of solutions containing zin~ arrl l$10~phenan~ 
throline by the use of absorption in the ultraviolet portion of the 
spect:rum o 
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In addition to the dEtermination of the nature of the complexes 
formed and their instability constants it was felt that it might be 
possible ~o develop an analytical method for zinc based on ini'ormation 
collected in the theoretical part of the work . Specifically i was 
hoped that a method could be developed for the determination of zinc 
in zirconium and also that a general method might be devised which!! 
with slight modificationsj would apply in the presence of other ele~ 
ments . 
In the succeeding portions of this thesis it will be noted that 
some of the hopes and ideas have been realized . 
III . REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Ao General 
Of the nearly one thousand abstracts and papers concerning the 
analytical chemistry of zinc reviewed, 490 were considered as contrib= 
uti.ng to a knowledge of the chemistry of zinc in aqueous media. These 
references may be divided, on the basis of the method used ,, into the 
following catagories; 108 were gravimetric~ 103 vol"UJnetric~ 80 electro~· 
metric~ 65 color.imetric 9 42 polarographic~ 28 spectrographic and 64 
miscellane~~s methods o 
It is interesting .o note the increase in the use of instruments.~ 
tion during the past fifteen years 9 although it would appear that it 
has not been completely satisfactory in the case of zinc because this 
period has seen he development of half of the gravimetric methods and 
one third of the volumetric methods reported since the inception of 
.Qh§mical Abstracts . Nevertheless the use of instruments such as the 
polarograph, the spectrograph and ~he spectrophotometer is steadily 
increasingo 
A major portion of the me+ hods :::"eferred to above have been ctevel·· 
oped for use in two diverse fields, namely biochemistry and met3.llurgyo 
The biochemical appli::ation has been largely for the estimation of t.he 
zinc content of tissue and blood while the metallurgical developments 
have been pointed toward the determination of the zinc content of 
aluminum metaL There have been a large number of 3pecific methods 
but a procedure of general applicability has not been found o 
A very brief summary of some of the V&ricus method~ of analysis 
mentioned above is given in the following sections of this thesis o 
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B o Gravimetric Methods 
The gravimetric method has been w.idely used in the analysis of 
zinc o The forms of weighing are many and variedo The conversion of 
zinc to the pyrophosphate has been and is still widely accepted for use 
in the absence of other divalent ions c The work of Scheel (26) is 
representative of this methodo 
I t has frequently been found advantageous to use an. organic pre~ 
cipitant; of these organic compounds the most used in 8~hydro:xy­
quinoline (oxine)c Fleck and Ward (8) indicate how this reagent may 
be applied when other elements such as magnesium~ cobalt» nickel and 
copper are presento 8~Hydro:xyqui..-·loline has a further advantage in 
that it can also be made the basis of a titr:imetric method e 
The relatively high vapour pressure of zinc metal at a rather low 
temperature has been m~de the basis of an ingenious method for the 
determination of zlnc in alloys o Shibata and Kamifaka (26) have appl:ied 
this met hod by rela·bing the weight lost on heating to the amount of 
zinc present in brass, bronze and other alloys o 
Zinc has also been weighed as the sul.fide (27) ~ t he oxide (21) D 
and as a complex of pyridine and ammonium thiocyanate (22) . 
The references given above are no·t intended to be exhaustive but 
only representative of what. has been done in the field of gravimetr.ic 
methods. 
Co Volume tric Methods 
The number of references to volumetric methods for the determina-
tion of zinc is nearly equal to those for gravimet.I'ic met hc..ds o In 
the case of volumetric met.hods however~ 'there is not as much var 1ation 
in the methods used but rather there are slight modifications of a 
few methods., 
The best lcnown and probably the mos t widely used is titra·tion 
with ferrocyaride, us ing either an internal or an erlernal 'indi.cat.or. 
Kalthoff and Vc ... .:;;yl (19) have presented an interesting disc.'ussion on 
the accuracy of the titration of zinc~ with ferrocyanide . Kalthoff and 
Pearson (18) have published work on t he u se of diphenylamine and 
diphenylbenzidine as internal indicatorso 
As mentioned in the previous se0tion the complex of zinc with 
8-hydroxyquinoline has been used as a basis of a volumetr-i~ methcd. o 
Berg 1 s method (1) may be classed as being representative of this 'J.se 
of 8~hydroxyquinolineo 
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Other volumetric methods of limited applicability are available 
but they will not be discussed at this time. 
Do Electrometric Methods 
The aut.'~-10r has chosen to classify potentiometr.ic and electrolytic 
methods together although they could equally well be classified under 
volumetric and gravimetric respectively . 
Potassium ferrocyanide is the reagent which has been used most 
often in the potentiometric determination of zinc. Kalthoff and Verzyl 
( 19) have given a very good discussion of the errors involved ln this 
determinationo 
Hiltner and Grandman (lJ) have applied the formation of a precl~ 
pitate of zinc sulfide~ upon the addition of sodium sulfide to a solu-
tion of zinc 9 to the development of a potentiometric method be.seci ou 
·this reaction. Kitajima {16) has studied the potentiometric method 
using 8=hydrox;~rquinoline as the reagent ., 
Publications dealing with the electrolyi.ic determination of zin~ 
are chiefly concerned with the_ choice of metal to be used as the anode 
and oathode o It is ~ot felt to be necessary to give any specific ref-
erences to the electrolytic method of determining zinc since no new or 
novel techniques are introdu,...ed . 
E . Colorimetric Methods 
Under the term colorimetric are included those methods which use 
a photometer or visual comparator; one recent referen~e {5) was found 
in which a spectrophotometer was used .. 
Turbidimetric methods using either Nessler tubes or a filter 
photometer have been used o Geuer (10) used the turbidity produced on 
the addition of ferrocyanide to a solution containing zinc ions as 
the basis of a method for determining zinc in alum:ir..umQ 'l'he use of 
the turbidity produced by the formation of zin.~ sulfide has also been 
used e 
Methods involving a ;.:olored s~l t of zinc are few in number o The 
use of di·thizone (d!phenylthio-::arbazm.:e) ia by far the most c ommon e 
In the use of this compound the usual method is ~.o extract the colored 
complex with chloroform or carbon tet-rachloride; the extract is then 
read on a photometero Fischer and Leopoldi (7) have worked o-:1t a 
method whereby zinc can be determined in the presen-:e of such elements 
as silver, gold, copper~ bismuth, cadmium and .lead, which also lead 
to colored compounds with di .hhoneo They have also been able to 
-' 
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take 1.nt.o consideration that the di thizone is itself colored and 
in~erferes in the detexmination. Coope1 and ullivan (5) have 
reported the molar absorba"'lcy index of dithlzone and of the dlthi= 
zone-zinc; complex . 
Karlson (15) gives dirActions for 
of zinc by reacting the ~omple:x formed 
yquinoline vi th diaz t.lzed S'-..1lfanilic 
read on a rnotometer ~ 
he colorimetric determination 
between zinc and 8~hyd~ox­
acid; the resulting color is 
Gerd~~ and La ~~ente (4) have p~oposed a method based on the color 
developed when ammonium hydroxide:; and resorcinol are ad.dBd to a solu-
tion containing zinco Mohler and Widmer (23) have disputed this 
method claiming that the same color is developed in the absen~e of 
zinc but that t he l atter hastens the color development. 
F. Polarographic Methods 
The use of the polarograph is still fairly new bnt is becoming 
more important as evidenced by the fact that of the 42 referenres to 
the polarographic det.ermination o:f zinc 25 of t.lJ.em have appeared in 
the past .five years. The work of Patterson and Banks (25) is cited 
as representative of the general approach to the problemo 
Go Spectrographic Methods 
No spe~ific roferen0es will be given as representative of the 
~pectrographlc method of analysis ., It is only mentioned as a fairly 
common modern method for the determ.ina-l::.ion of small amounts of an 
element in a la:r·ge ama:.rnt of some other compound., 
H .. Miscellaneous Methods 
Under this last "ateg0J'Y of methods for the determination of 
zinc are r::lass.;;d some of the means used for the dete.rmination vrluch 
do no~ fall under any of the other headings e Such work as the qua.:.~.m, 
tative dete ," ~ion of zinc by mean.s of spot tests involving va1ious 
reagents are included in this group . Also included are methods 
involving the use of the thermal ba.lanc8 and maasurement of t,e volu..me 
of hydrogen liberated when zinc meteJ. i.s treated wi t.h acao. o These 
methods, while they are of interest~ do not appear ~o this author to 
have genera:l applicabili·<Jy o 
IV. INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED 
A Cary automati~ re("·orC.ing ~peotrophot.omet.err f,Tod~l 12~ was used. 
for mos" of the work involving scannJng the spectrum of the solutions . 
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This instr~ent is manufactured by The Applied Physics Co~poration of 
Pasadena~ California and has been adequately described in the litera~ 
tur e (12} . 
A Beckman, Medel DU ~ photoelectric quartz spectrophotometer was 
used !'or st-::dies at -:.onst.:m .• wave length . Thjs instrument has been on 
the market for several years now and the manufacturer ~ s bulletins give 
very adeq"Jate des~'!'iptions of the- operation of the instrnment . 
A Beckman "Industrial Medel" pH mete:r wae: used for the pH adjust= 
ment of he solutions o 
A Leeds and Nort.h.r"Ups Model Nc o 4866!) portable conductivit-y bridge 
was ased for all ~ondu~tometric measurements . 
Solut:i ons of zinc and 1 ,10-phenanthroline were measured from 25 
mL 11N ormax BureJ teo 1' o The r.e)lle burB t tes were used throughout the 
course of the .investigation . Fo:r the measurement of solutions of 
diverse ions in the s ~udy of interferences calibrated pipe tes of 
suitable size were used o 
Quartz ab~orpt1ot. (')ells of 1.,00 c: n • .inside length were used in all 
measurements . These cells are supp1iod makhed by the .roariafactme:r' 
b•.1.t it was fo·md necessary t ") qppl:y- a further cor.,...e "";tion o Thr; vah;e 
f the corre~tion was found by reading the absorban··y •nth ~.he reagent 
blank in eaoh cell. It was only necessary to apply the c ;)rrect.io!::J 
when the Beckman Spectrophotometer was used as the differen~~ in 
light pa h is bala.'I'J.ced out .;., cal.:.1:rrat~ng the Ce.ry instrument e 
V. .MAT.b;H.IAL.C) USE;D 
Z . ,, " + ., (B k H. 11 "I b ' ~ b ' h d h 
__ J.Jl£• .c.<J..:n,, me,aJ.. un e:r ~~--:> s <:~ 3.1!1CJ V' .• ~.c was assaye~ ~; 
the producer as 99 . 99% zinc was weigted ou: o:r. s.n Bnaly~.Lca.i balanc6v 
dissolved in dilute S1l.lfur.ic acid and diluted to V:)11.tm8 . Al1qaotz of 
this solutlcn were taken and diluted further a.;; neec.t~J . 
1j1Q·".'Et'&U~ll12£. 1,10~Phenanthroline as reeeived from +he Go 
Frederick Smith Chemica} Co.ropa:ny ll Columbus~ Ohio 9 was purified by sol:J= 
tion in e·!hyl alcohol followed by pre!'ipitation wit,h water . 'rhJs 
procedure gave the monohydrate o The purity o.f this ffi>1ter::l e.l wa.s che,..,,ked 
by the color, which was pure white 1 and by the meltinG point of 99° Co 
which corre!"!ponds to the melting point, of the .monobydrar:e o 
M~~eous ~n+~. Rea.g~:n grad•:J ~hemica:!.f' W€r8 used .f\xr 
t~oluticns of diverse :.:..ons and for al.l other pm"poses . 
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VI . METHODS OF APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
A. ,T ob1 s Methcd of Con ,inuous Var'is.tion 
In 19.28 P. Job {14) reported a methcd. of determining the ratio of 
ligand to central metal atom in a complex . Consider the reaction 
A + nB ~ Af3n1 where A represents some metal atom and B represents 
some ~ing molecule or ion. If X Jiters o£ B is addeci to l~·X 
liters of A where A and B have equimolar concentrations an6. if there 
is no volume change on mixing, it is frequently found that. some 
physical property of the solution will pass through a maximum ':'r mini~ 
m··.Jn for a r:rr :.:·ul.ar ratio of A to B. Job gave a mathematical proof 
whereby it was shown that he ratio of l~X/X at this maximu.'n is eaual 
to the ratio of B/ A ~n the complex. He £ur·ther extended the study to 
show that if non-equimolar soJutions were used it was possible to 
relate the point of ''maximum c(]Jlpositionn to the instability constg.nt 
of the complex. 
The mathematioal treatment of Job applied strictly, Ollly +;o those 
aituations jn which a single complex was formed . He warned that hy 
studying only one concentration series it was possible to arrive at an 
e,rroneous conclusion. regard~ng the identity of the complex and recom= 
mended that series of widely different .:-on centra ions be examined . 
Job mixed volume s of the simple constituents of equal molarity in 
such a way that~ assuming additivity of volumes!' the volumes oi' the 
final solutions were constant . This is not always "'onvenient. because 
frequently the adjustment of a factor~ such as pH~ after mixing~ is 
:required . The same effect may be produced by keeping the sum of the 
moles of the simple constituents constant and diluting to a constant 
volume . Thir: method was used by the present au. thor . 
Vosb"..u-g and Cooper {.30) reviewed the theo:ry of Job~ s method and 
extended it to the case where more than one comple;x is resent . ~tbey 
were particularly interested in the case where the property of the 
solution measured was the abf1orbancy. Their theoretical treatment 
indicated that if two or more compounds can be .formed from the simple 
constit.uents A and B~ the value of the "composition maxi."llum 11 a wh~•'!h 
the absorbane"y is a maximum or minimmn should vary with the wave length, 
provided that the molar absorban\.iy index of the complex differs 
from that of the react.a:nts. It. should then be possible t::J dete1m.l.ne 
whether more than one complex i.s formed by the use of several different 
wave lengths. lf different. maximum compositions are found at different 
wave lengths it is an indication. of the presence of more than one 
complex . 
Vosburg and Cooper also showed that in t.he calculatl•:m of the 
14 
instability constants of the complexes activity coefficients should be 
used; hence the ionic strength of the solutions must be maintained 
constant. 
Gould and Vosburg (11) further extended the work previously acne 
by snowing that if in addition to the .omplex under study, a second 
equilibrium involving one of the reactants is present, there is no 
change in be maximum composition, so long as the second complexing 
agent is present in constant concen rationo Such a second complexing 
agent might be hydrogen or hydroxyl ion, and as long as the pH is kept 
constant no interference should be observed o 
Be Conductometric Method 
A conductometric approach should give further checks as to the 
nature of the complex and the ratio of ligand to central metal atom& 
It was thought that a plot of resistance versus milliliters of compo-
nent J.dded would give breaks in the curve when the various complexes 
were formed from which the ratio of ligand t.o central metal atom could 
be calculated . 
C e Mole Ratio Method 
The mole ratio :method was developed by Yoe and Jones (31) o They 
found that~ for a very stable ·zomplex~ a plot of absorbancy against 
the molar ratio of component B to component A with A constant rose 
from the origin as a straight line and broke sharply to constant 
absorbancy at the molar ra·tio of the components i.n the compl exo 
The work of Crouthamel ~ alo (6) was essentially a modification 
of this procedure . They determined the ionization constants of per= 
iodic acid by means of a study of the curve of absorbancy versus pH . 
A similar method was used by the author in the expectation of being 
able to apply the techniques to this problem. 
VII . EXPERIMENTAL 
Ao Absorption Spectra of the l~lO~Phenant.hroline 
and of the Complexes 
It was of primary importance to determine whether or not~ 
l~lO=phenanthroline and any complexes formed absorbed ~ and if they did» 
the shape of their absorption curves" For this purpose two series of 
solutions w~re scanned on he Cary automatic recording spectrophotometer 
with water as a blank and using 1 .00 em. cells. The scanning was done 
at various values of pH in order to determine whether ·he complex 9 if 
one was formed, was sensitive to hydrogen :ion concentration~ and also 
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if the 1~10-phenan.throline was sensitive to pH a Both series of solu-
tions contained J mL of 5e56 X J.o-.3 M 1,10-phenanthroline solution and 
5 ml a of 1 M ammonium acetate solution to act as a buffer and to halp 
maintain a constant ioni~~ strength . To the second series of solutions 
was added 20 ml e of .3ol0 X J.o-2 M zinc solutiono The volume of each 
s.olution was made up to a t0trJ. of 100 mlo after 9.d.justi.ng t..'I-J.e pH t<J 
various valueso The details o.f t.he solutions are given in Table 1 and 
the scanning ~urves are plotted in Fig~Te l o 
It is clear that a complex is formed and that the wave length o.f 
292a5 mu j_s the best wave length to use in succeeding work o 
Solu~ 
tion 
Noo 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Table 1 
Content of Solutions Used to Study the Absorption Spectra. 
of l,lO~Phenanthroline and the Zin~ Complexes 
5e56 X 1o=J M 3ol0 X 10~2 M Total 
1~10-Phen o ~ Zinc, Volume~ pH 
mlo mlo ml o 
.3 o00 o .. oo 100 .. 00 L9 
.3o00 OoOO lOO oOO .3 . 9 
.3.00 OoOO 100 .. 00 6.7 
,3 .. 00 OoOO 100 .. 00 9o0 
.3 o00 20o00 100 .,00 lo9 
.3o00 20 o00 l OO oOO ,3 o9 
.3o00 20 .. 00 lOO oOO 6 ol 
3QOO 20 o00 lOO oOO 9 o"'' 
~, ______ 
Bo Time St.ability of the Complexes 
If the work which was being done was to result in an analy ical 
method for the determination of zinc in very small amounts i + was 
necessary to know the manner in which the absorbancy of the complexes 
varied with time ~ that is~ the time stabilityo Four solutions were 
made up containing a eonstant amount of zinc and varying amounts of 
1~10-phenanthroline ~ These solutions were read as soon as they were 
prepared and at various later times o The details of the solutions and 
the results obtained are given in Table 2o 
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WAVE LENGTH mp. 
Fig. I. Absorption spectra of I, 10- phenonthroline 
and a zinc complex. Scan mode on Cory 
Spectrophotometer. Curve numbers corres-
pond to solution numbers m table I. 
1'7 
Table 2 
Time Stabil:i. ty of the Zinc~lslO=Phenanthroline Complexes 
Solu~ 1.11 X lo-.3 M 3.10 X 10~4 M Final Abaorbancy 
tion 1,10-Phen. , Zinc~ VoL,* as pre= after after 
No . m1o ml. m1e pared 12 hrs . 115 hrs . 
1 4.00 10 .00 100.00 0 .123 0.124 0.122 
2 5.00 10. 00 100 . 00 0 .141 0 .140 0 .140 
3 6.00 10. 00 100 .00 0.165 0 .165 0 .165 
4 7 .00 10. 00 100.00 0.184 0.185 0.186 
* pH was adjusted to 5 in each case . 
C. pH Dependency of the Absorbancy Values of 
l,lO~Phenanthroline and of the Complexes 
Since 1~10-phenanthroline forms a phenanthrol:i.tm ion it was nee= 
essat7 to determine whether or not the two forms had different ab$0rp~ 
'tion characteristics at various hydrogen ion concentrations. This was 
done by making up a series of solutions having a final analytical con= 
centrat ion of l~lO~phenanthroline of l o667 X 10=4 M at various pH 
values . These solutions were read at 292. 5 mu~ on the Beckman spectro-
photometer . The details of the solutions and the readings obtained are 
given :i.n Table .3 . 
Also it was necessary · o know the pH dependency of t.he co:rople:x:es . 
For this purpose t wo series of solutions were made up ~ In one case 
there was a large excess of zinc present and i n the other ther e was an 
excess of l$10=phenanthroline o The details of the content of the solu~ 
tions and t he readings obtained are given in Tables 4 and 5 respec~ 
t:i.vely. The results obtained tunder the three different conditions 
(l ~lO~phenanthroline aloneF excess. zinc; excess l.SilO=phenanthroline) 
are shown in Figure 2:; curves 1 ~ 2 ~ .3 o 
So-lu~ 
tion 
No . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
18 
Table 3 
pH Dependency of the Absorbancy of 1,10-Phenanthroline 
5. 56 X 10~3 M 
l,lO=Phen., 
llllo 
JeOO 
3.,00 
3 ., 00 
3 ., 00 
3 .,00 
3 .,00 
3.,00 
3 .. 00 
3 .,00 
3.,00 
pH 
L4 
2.,2 
3.3 
4.,0 
4.8 
6oO 
6.,5 
6.,6 
7o5 
10.8 
Total 
Volume» 
ml~ 
100.00 
100.,00 
100.,00 
100 .,00 
100o00 
100,.00 
100.,00 
100 .,00 
100 . 00 
100 ., 00 
Absorbancy* 
1.099 
1.114 
1.102 
1.,103 
1..118 
1.,116 
1.099 
1.109 
1.098 
Lll7 
*Readings made on the Beckman Spectrophotometer at 292o5 mu. 
D., Determination of the Ratio of Ligand 
to Central Metal Atom 
After it had been discovered that the 1,10-phenanthr.oline formed 
a complex with the zinc it was decided to try to determine the nature 
of the complex, that is to say, the ratio of ligand o central metal 
atom . Job ' s 11Method of Continuous Variations" immediately suggested 
itself as a possible means of attack. It was decided from Figure 2 
t hat the work should be done at pH 4., The ionic strength was kept 
consta.n by the addi ion of 2.,50 ml. of LO M sodium chloride . 
Table 6 indicates the composition of the solutions used in the 
determination of the ratio of l,lO~phenanthroline to zim in the com=· 
plex . Since it had been established that the l~lO~phenanthroline had 
a significant absorption and that it was necessary to use a reagent 
blank as a reference standard, a series of solutions was made up which 
were identical to the sample solutions~ except that they .ontained no 
Solu= 
ion 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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Table 4 
pH Dependency of the Absorbancy of the Complex Formed 
Using a Large Excess of Zinc 
1~10~Phen . 9 
mlo -~-=~~----~ 3.00 
J . OO 
3o00 
.3 .00 
.3 .00 
3 .00 
3 .00 
.3 . 00 
Total A bsor bancy* 
Zinc P pH Volum.~ 
.~m;.:::l~·---~...,.,....:ml~-~ 
20 .00 1 .0 100 .00 1 . 29 
20.00 2. 2 100 .00 1 .68 
20 .00 .3 .1 100.00 1 .68 
20 . 00 4 o0 100.00 1 ~70 
20 .00 
20 . 00 
20 .00 
20 .00 
100.00 
100.,00 
100.00 
100.00 
1.69 
1 70 
L67 
1.20 
-~--------~---~--~~ 
* Readings made from Cary scanning curves at 292. 5 mu ., 
Solu~ 
tion 
llQSI.,. 
1 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Table 5 
pH Dependency of the Absorbancy of the Compl ex Fo1~ed 
Using an Excess of 1pl0=Phenanthroline 
5:56 X 10~3 M 3.10 X 1(?; M Total A bsor bancY* 
l ~lO~Phen. ~ Zinc~ pH Volume 9 
mL__ mlll, 
-L6 
ml Q 
~-... ->e::r;:u 
3 . 00 8.00 100 ~00 o.ooo 
J ., OO 8 . 00 ? ~ - • .r. 100 .00 0 .,009 
J . OO 8 .00 3.1 100 .00 0 . 085 
.3 . 00 8 .00 4 o0 100.00 0 .,140 
.3 . 00 8 .00 5.0 100 .. 00 0.145 
:3 .00 8o00 5.7 100. 00 0 .144 
3 .00 8 .00 6 .7 100 .,00 0 .140 
3 . 00 8 .00 8 .1 100 .. 00 0 .135 
3 . 00 8 . 00 9 .,0 100 .00 o . ..,32 
,3 . 00 8.00 11.9 100.00 - 0 .. 017 
-~~....-::.·._,..-~ 
.............. =------~~--~· -··-~ -=-- r:a........-:r~~ 
* Readings made against reagent blank on the Beckman spectrophot0ll1ete:::-
a t 292.5 mu. 
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Table 6 
Content of Solutions for Applying Job 's Method 
Solu- 1.0 M 5. 56 X 10-4 M 5. 56 X 10-4 M Final 
tion NaC1, 1,10-Phen., Zinc, Volume, 
No . ml . rnl. ml . m1 . 
0 2. 50 15.00 oo.oo 50 .00 
1 2.50 14.00 1.00 50 .00 
2 2. 50 1.3.00 2.00 50 .00 
.3 2. 50 12.00 .3 .00 50 .00 
4 2.50 lLOO 4 .00 50 .00 
5 2. 50 10. 00 5.00 50 .00 
6 2.50 9 .00 6.00 50 . 00 
7 2.50 8 .00 7 .00 50 .00 
8 2. 50 7.00 8.00 50 .00 
9 2.50 6.00 9. 00 50 .00 
10 2.50 5.00 10. 00 50 .00 
11 2. 50 4 . 00 11.00 50 . 00 
12 2.50 .3 . 00 12. 00 50 .00 
1.3 2.50 2.00 1.3.00 50 .00 
14 2 . 50 1.00 14.00 50 . 00 
15 2.50 o.oo 15.00 50 .00 
--
----=--->D~---~-
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zinc. The sample solutions were read on the Beckman spectropho·tometer 
at a series of wave lengths. Since there is a fairly sharp peak in the 
absorption curve it was found possible when not working in the immedi~ 
ate vicinity of 292o5 mu to read the solutions against distilled watero 
The lat~er was done whenever possible. When reading against distilled 
water it is necessary to correct for the uncomplexed l;lO~phenanthroline 
present. This was done in the manner recommended by Job (14) in his 
original paper and also by others (11, JO) o The procedure is to ass~e 
linearity in the absorp ion of the l,lO=phenanthroline as though none 
of it were complexed. In the case where a reagent blank is used a 
calculated correction is not necessary as the blank effectively makes 
this correction. In the case where water is used as "the reference 
solution the following is the form of the correctiono 
A -(] X D) ~ corrected value 
c 
Where A is the spectrophotometer reading of t he sample solution 
B is the ml. of 1,10-phenanthroline in the sample solution 
C is the mlo of 1,10-phenanthroline in the solution 
containing only l,lO~phenanthroline 
D is he absorbancy of the solution containing only 
l,lO=phenanthrolinee 
Table 7 gives the original readings and indicates whether they were 
against a reagent blank or against distilled water. Table 8 shows 
he corrected readings. The results are plotted in FigQre 3. 
The addition of one or more 1,10-phenanthroline molecules t:> the 
zinc ion in solution should prcxiuce a change in the conductivity of the 
solution. These changes should show up when the l$10~phenanthroline ls 
added to the zinc or vice versa. As a result when the res:i.stance of 
the solution is plotted against the milliliters of reag~nt added ~here 
should be a break ln the curve at the pain of complex formatic11. 
Two conductometric ~urves were run$ in the first zinc was adde1 to 
l,lO~phenanthroline while in the second the order of addition was re= 
versed . When these curves were plotted some anomalous breaks were 
found and it was postualted that they might be caused by liberation O:i:" 
complexation of the hydrogen ion by the 1;~10-phel'lB.nthroline. In order 
to confirm this hypothesis similar experiments were made but the pH of 
the solution was measured instead of the resistance. The plct of the 
results made it appear that the hypothesis was correct . Further con= 
firmaticn was obtained by causing the breaks in the conductance cur~es 
to shift by adding acid or base before beginrdng the itration. 
2J 
Table 7 
Absorbencies Read at Various Wave Lengths 
Solu~ Absorbancies at wave lengths of 
t ion 
No. 272 mu . 278 mu . 290 mu. * 292 e 5 !IlUo * J00 IDU o 310 mu • .320 mu . 
0 1.116 0. 924 o.ooo o.ooo Oe980 0 .768 0. 540 
1 1.11 0. 909 0 .052 0. 054 Oe860 0. 596 0.410 
2 1.035 0 .795 0 ,. 083 0 .126 0 .771 0.463 OeJ20 
.3 0.976 0. 696 0.12.3 0 .1'76 0. 685 0. 365 0 .238 
4 0.872 0 . 580 0 .162 0. 217 0 .600 0. 270 0 .1.75 
5 0 .8.32 0. 519 0 .193 0.240 0, 533 0 . 224 0.138 
6 0.755 0.450 0 .195 0.240 0 .465 0 .183 0 .108 
? 0. 691 0. 387 0.190 0 . 2,30 O.Lr:t.8 0 .159 0 .095 
8 Oe609 0, .332 Oo179 0. 21.3 0. 353 06126 0.072 
9 0. 512 0. 281 0.160 0 .196 0 . 297 0 .105 0 .060 
10 0.44.3 0 . 239 0.145 0 .171 0 .248 0 .086 o.o1 ... 9 
11 0. 355 0 .189 0.124 0 .15.3 0 . 20.3 0 .. 0?4 0 .04:Z 
12 0. 271 0 .144. 0.090 0 .110 0 .11..6 0 . 050 0 .. 0.30 
13 0.185 0 .100 0 .050 0 .077 0.100 O.OJ6 0 .020 
14 0. 094 0. 051 o.oZ? 0.035 0 .051 O. UJ9 0 .010 
15 0,000 o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo OeOOO 
~~~~-· - ~ ~~-~~=~.:.:c::-.:. 
* Readings made at these wave lengths were made against a reagent blank . 
All other readings were made against distilled water . 
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Table 8 
Corrected Absorbancies at Various Wave Lengths 
Solu- Corrected 6bsorbancies at wave lengths of 
tion 
No. Z/2 IDUo Zl8 mu., 290 mu. 292.5 mu. .300 mu. 310 mu o ?20 mu o 
0 OoOOO ~o.ooo OoOOO o.ooo OoOOO 0"000 o .. ooo 
1 0.026 ~0.015 0 .052 0.054 ~Oo055 ~0 .121 -0 .094 
2 0.029 ~0.063 0.08.3 Ool26 ~0 .078 =0e ,~W3 ~0 .149 
3 0 .. 047 -0.096 0 .12.3 0.1.76 ~0.099 ~0.249 ~ .194 
4 0.021 ~0 .146 0.162 0.217 -O ol19 ~0 . 288 -Ow221 
5 0.058 ~0.141 0.19.3 0.240 =0 .121 ~0.288 =0.222 
6 0.,056 ~0.144 0.195 0 ., ,240 ~0.124 ~O . Z78 a>O . 216 
7 0.,072 -0 .1.31 0 .190 0 . 230 =0 .105 -0 .. 251 -0.19.3 
8 0.067 -0 .. 130 0.179 0.21.3 -0.104 -0.232 -0.180 
9 0.058 =0 .105 0 .. 160 0.196 ~0 .095 =0.202 ~0.156 
10 0.056 -0 .091 0.145 0.171 -0 .079 ~·0.170 ~0.1.31 
11 0.046 =0.,075 0.,124 0.15.3 =0 .058 ~0.1.31 ~0.,102 
12 0 .0.39 ~0.054 0.090 0 .110 ~O o050 =0.104 ~0.078 
13 0.,030 ~0 .0.32 0 .050 0. 077 ~0 .030 -0.066 ~0.052 
14 0.017 ~0.,015 O. OZ? 0.0.35 -D . OJ..4. =0.0.32 ~0 .026 
15 o.ooo C>o .ooo o .. ooo o.ooo OaOOO o.ooo o.ooo 
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FIG. 3 Corrected absorbancies from table 8 as a function of 
solutions in table 6 to indicate the composition 
maxima of the Zinc- 1,10 -phenanthroline complexes. 
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The results are shown in C''li'V"es l and 2 9 Figures 4 9 59 and 6e 
The impli.::ations of the -Jurves will be 0onsidered lnto.r in the t.aesis .. 
The mole ra t.io me .hod had been shown to be useful i.n the deterc• 
mination of the ratio of the constituents one to the other .in a "om~ 
plex. It was felt tha · +,his metho:l might lend fur her support o the 
results obtained above .. 
Two curves were :run wi.th ·his en::i in view o In the first . urve t2e 
l~JO~ph~nanthroline was maintained constant at a valus o:f 1 .667 I.. J:r· .. 
M while the concentration of zinc was vari.ed :in such a manner that the 
molar ratio of l.vlO~phenant.hroline to zinc changed from 5. 3776 t" 
0 .. 215;1. Jn '"·he ot.her case the ~nne was maintained at a constant, con~ 
centration of 3. 10 X 10~5 M while the l 11lO~,phena.nthroline was v&r:i.ed 
so that i s molar rati0 to that of zin.J Chr.tnged from o. ??z t 6.45Jl. 
The data for these two experiments are glven 1n Tables 9 an1 10. The 
curves •;orresponding to these data are shown in Figure 7 ~ c·x::"'Ves 1 and. 
2. 
VIII o DISCUSSION 
A. .Absorrtion Spectra, of the l.910=Phenanthroline 
and of t..l-J.e Complexes 
.A ~tudy cf Figura 1 shows that. 'th;:: 1 9 10··phenanth·Nl.ine a.bso:"bs 
qui e strongly at the wave leng'"'.h of 292 • . 5 mu which is where the ab= 
sorption maxima of the c:omplexes occ"ur . In the •_,o 1cent.:·tH·icn u.nde:r 
consid .rat,ion it is seen "':.hat the -value of ·the maxima is about 1 . 75 
absorban :"y u:n.its G This value is too !..arge teo read ac.:ri.lrat.ely on tha 
Beckman spe·;t.'!'ophotometer since tho01 a.l..Jsor't-..ancy s .!ale on tnis i:ns tru~, 
ment is a logar t thmi.-; :me~ which !.!lean. "';;~t th= upper end of the sc9.1·.) 
j '3 much c:ompressed . Fur1..her conside:rat~on of +~"l curva shows tha 
the difference betwe~n the absorban•~y value of the lvlO·~pnenanthT olin-a 
and that of t.hE> comp ex is about 0 .. 55 a'Jt';;orban"'y urcits . r:his diffe:r= 
ential would be quite sultable for r'3ading on +hd Bt> ~km;tn :J.nstru.ment 
and consequen ly it can be seen +.hat :.·he nse of a bla.."lk .. olu .io:n 
c>ontaining o'1ly the 1 910-·phena:nthroline should hJ :1sed .in a.J.l read" 
j_ngs made with +,hat instrument . 
As a result of the observations made on Fig·ll'e 1 th".l following 
general condit:lons will be observed in all future wo.rk o 
lo The readings will be made at .292o5 muo 
2. When using the Bedkman spe~trophotometer a b!ank ~onsist= 
ing of the reagents but without t he zinc wil:. be •.tsed in 
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Table 9 
Content of Solutions and Absorbancies Observed 
in Applying Mole Ratio Method 
( 1,10-Phenanthroline Constant ) 
5. 56 X lo-3 M 3.,10 X lo-3 M Total Absorbancy 
1~10-Phen., Zinc, Volume.;* 
ml .. ml. m1o 
3.,00 0.,00 100 ,.00 o . ooo 
3.,00 1 .,00 100 0 00 0 .,182 
3.00 L50 100 . 00 0.277 
3.00 2.00 100 .00 0 • .340 
.3 .. 00 2.50 100 .,00 0 . 390 
3.00 3.,00 100 .,00 0 .422 
3.00 3.50 100 . 00 0 .427 
3.00 4 .00 100 . 00 0 .,454 
3 .00 4 .50 100.,00 0 .460 
3. 00 5.,00 100 .,00 0 .,470 
3.00 5. 50 100 ., 00 0.,464 
3. 00 6 .00 100 .,00 0 .,475 
3 .,00 6.,50 100 . 00 0 .,465 
3.,00 7 .00 100 . 00 0 .4'13 
3.,00 7 .,50 100 .,00 0 .,479 
3.,00 9 .. 00 100 .,00 Oo488 
3.00 1lo00 100o00 Oo490 
3.,00 13 .. 00 100.00 0 .49 
3.,00 15.00 100.,00 0 .. 489 
3.,00 17 .. 00 100.,00 0.495 
3., 00 19 .,00 100 .,00 0 .,490 
* pH adjusted to 5 in each caseo 
IL · ~ 
• 
* 
pE 
Tabla 10 
Content of Solutions and Absorbancies o·bse!·ved 
in re_pplying Mole Ratio Me+..ho:i 
( Z:ine Cons· ant ) 
_4; _.,.. 
--
3.10 X lo-4 1.11 X 2.c- J M 'T'otci A bs m: ban;::y 
Zinc, 1. ~ 10-·:Phen ., V 0 l;uno •l<· --. ,,.. , 
ml. ml o ml g 
J.OoOO 0 o50 ~.00 .,00 Co'J2i. 
10. 00 J,. oiJO 100. 00 Co";.S 
10 .. or.· 1.50 lJO ., OO 0 .,060 
10 . (~0 2 .. 00 100.,00 0 .,070 
10 .,00 :2 . 50 100 .,00 f) .. 08/. 
lt' .. OO _" .,OC lOO ., JC -:· ., J'"j' ~ 
10 .,00 ~: eJO lOC ., OG !) ., l:2'i 
10 .. ::-!0 5., ;.'0 ~.00 ., 00 0 . 1.4 ... ~ 
~ C1 o ':(! r-- .,co lJn . oo C: . ~(;l) 
, c .. ;o ' o · .. ,,_, ::.oc .oo (j .. 13·.) 
: .  rj 0 'JO -· ('I(\ b o .. .- l':JO ., OO ., "'89 
.• (' 0 '"'0 r..' oOO 100 . 00 C., l96 
. ....... """(' 
__ \.J o t.'-'~ l~· • .JC :::.rc .,oo r - ...... -; _, . J..; ~ 
lC .,OO :~ .. 1 0 '10 100 . 00 C.1')3 
:!.O oOO :.2 .. J·J lOr• oOO (I 0 1~/7 
:O o\JO lJo"O :?..C)O . C'O o .:~6 
::..c .oo 1).. .,00 100 .,00 I") .., Q/; . 0 ....... ,; ,. 
10 .00 l. 1:; .oo lOO oOO C o ~. 95 
}0 . 00 lC 0 .... ~o :oooOO c 0 '195 
10 . 00 18o00 100 . 00 0 . :.95 
--
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bal~~cing the instrument, unless the concentration of 
the complex is sufficiently low so t hat the reading 
against List illed water will be in a range where a ccuracy 
will not be sacrificed due to the logarithmic nature of 
·~he instrument s cale . 
B. Time Stability of the Comple:xe,s 
Table 2 shows that t he same absorbancy value is obtained after 115 
hours as is found when the solutions .are first p· epa:red . This will be 
important in the development of a procedure for the determina·tion of 
zinc since a method which i.s not .stable i s rather unsatisfactory in s o 
far as it is necessary to reprcxiuce t he time of reading$ aft er prepare· 
ing the solution~ i n order to obt ain cons istent results G 
C. pH Dependency of the Absorbancy Values of 
1~10-Phenanthroline and of the Complexes 
Curve 1, Figure 2 shows that a wave length of 292 . 5 mu the 
l,lO~phenanthroline and t he phenanthrolium i on have the same molar 
absorbancy index throughout the pH range studied. 
Curve 2~ Figure 2~ in which ttere is an excess of zinc present~ 
shows a plateau between pH 2o5 and 8. 5 . Below pH 2 .5 and above pH 8 o5 
t he curve falls in the di rection of decreased absarbancy. 
It is postulated tha t at the beginning of the curve~ abou pH 1 
to 2 . 5; there is a strong compet i tion between he hydrogen and zinc 
ions for the l~lO~phenanthroline molecule . Due to this competition 
the absorbancy is reduced, since all of the 1 910-phenanthroline •::annot 
be taken up to form the complex. Be:O;veen pH 2o5 and 8 . 5 there is leas 
competition between zinc and hydrogen ions for the l~lO=phenanthroline 
molec~le due to a decrease in t he hydrogen ion concentration and an 
increase in t,he 1,10=-phenanthroline concentration. As a r esult a 
maximum value of absorban~y is obtained which corresponds t o the essen-
tially r•ompJ.ete removal of the l,lO~phenanthroline from the s oluti.on . 
Beyond pH 3.5 a new species of zinc which is incapable of reacting with 
the 1 910~phenanthroline molemu.e becomes predominant in the sol"'17,ion . 
The result of this change in s pecies js that t he a bsorbancy is de~ 
creased . 
Curve 3, Figure 2 represents he case where an excess of 
1,10-phenanthroline is present . In this curve the absor bancy is essen~· 
tially constant between pH 4 and pH 6. 
The same conditions exist at the f:i.rst of this curve as ar e pres= 
ent in curve 2; that is: thsre is a ~ompetition for the 1~10-p.hena<rJ~ 
thr oline moleG·u.le between hydrogen and z:lnc io·:1s . HoweYer ~ in t b ts 
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":;ase there is insufficient zinc ion present, in terms of the law of 
mass action, for the zinc to compete successf'>J.lly with the hydrogen 
ion. As a result, it is necessary to achieve a higher pH before a 
max:i.mum absorbancy is reached o At the upper end of the pH scale, since 
there is less zino present in this case · han in that considered above~ 
the change in the. species of' zinc ion present in the solution produces 
a de crease in the absorbancy at a lower pHo 
The t~eory of' a change in the type of zinc ion present in the 
solution is based on the i'ol1ow.i.ng equation and it.s equilibrium con~ 
stan, as given by Latimer (20). 
K 
(l +- ,.) ZnuH '4$· ·--
L- zn-t+ .. ? [" OH~J 
- L ZnOH~"?~ 
From t~ese equations it may be postulated that a+, higher pH val:1es or.ly 
a small percentage of the total zinc concentration is present as the 
diposi !ve zinc :to:: o If the original co:n.centra~ion is large, as .i.n the 
first case al:J,~e, this small percentage i3 s~.ilJ. sufficient to react 
with part of the l,lO~p~ena:nthroline . In the second case where there 
is a small amount of zinc~ the concentration of the monohydroxylated 
zinc ion becomes important a t. a lower pH because it further reduces the 
already small quantity of z:inc which is capable of' reacting w:i.th the 
l.?lO~phenan hroline~ This leads to a decrease in the absorban.cy at a 
lower pH o 
From these da s. it, Js clear that .future work sJ:wulo. be performed 
using pH values in the range of 4 to ( c:r:· b0~ter 4 85 "';o 5.5o 
Do Determinati.on of th9 Ra ti<J of Ligand to Central Metal Atom 
and the Instablli!iy Consta!lts of the Complexea 
As has already been mf.nt ~.oned under the section MfLi;hods of 
Approach .iQ _!,he PT~~ Job 1 s met.1.a:1 of ~·ontinucus "ra:riations sho-..1.ld 
give the value of -che ratio of 1,10~:phena..11t'.hroline to zinc in t1o1l:.e com~ 
plex a.nd, according to Vosrrurg and Coope::.· (30) ~ by reading at. S::J"'eral 
wave lengths it should be poss.!.ble to decide if ther a is more th:car! o:ne 
complex. present . It has been impossible to der,:; "de except in a. qtLali= 
tative manner whether there is more than one complex formedo By 
considering Figure 3 it may be seen that the ~atio of ligand to ~en~ 
tral metal atom varies !rom l o4~1· at wave length :Z."78 muo to 2 .l~ l at 
a wave lengt..h of 3 0 mu. There is no condusive evidence in the ra:-1ge 
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o:' wave lengths examined of a 1:1 or :3g 1 complex being presen-t·. Other 
wave lengths examined indicate a little :.ess t.ha...n a 2zl c~.:;rr.plex . 
However, since there is a variati~n in the ratio from L4~ 1 o 2 o l~ l 
i:. .is probahle that more than one complex is formed. A wider ra:nge 
of wave lengths could not be examined because of the r..ature of he 
a'bsJ~ pt,io':'l. ~pec:t.ra of the 1 .,10-phenanthroline and the C'Cmple:xx~~ G 
Examination tJf Figure l will show that e:x~ept at the wavr-: .:!.,engt.b.s in 
the immediate neighborhoo:l of 292. 5 mu. the differ'3:n(:e b~;; ween the 
e:omplex C'.ll've and the cunre for 1~ !.0-phe:r;..an ·hro:ine is "rather small . 
The rea:li:t is that in calculating tl:c correcGed absorba:ciez t:'-te 
differen::.e of two large n:unbers is involved ,-,ith the attendant errors 
VIhi:;;h g'v2 a mea.ningless scatter of point::>. U:nde:r· these conditione 
then it is impossible to decide th~?. exact nature of the complexes 
formed by means of Job1s method. 
The (~onclusion then is that Jobu s method is not satisfac ory for 
+,he determinati.on of the nature or number of complaxes formed between 
1~10-phenauthroline and zinc ion. 
2 . Applicat5:,su of the conducton.etrio met.h...£Y.1 
Curve l i:r Figure 4 is a conduct.ometric curve where resis~ance in 
ohms is plotted as a fu_~ction of the milliliters of 5u56 X 10=~ M 
1 ~lO~phenanthroline added to fifteen milliliters of 5.56 X 10~~ M zim! ., 
From this curve it may be seen that b:reaks indics:t ing probable compJ.e:1~ 
f ormation occu.r at ratios (1,10-phena:nthroline to zinc) of 2 .0~1 and 
2 .96~1o However a plot of the inverse addition~ curve 1 Figure 5~ 
shows no evidence of a break in the m:.rve at or near the three to one 
ratio ~ ali,hough a new break i s noted at about a 5~1 ratioo 
I t was S-:Ispected that the break at the Jgl ratio (curve 1 3 
Figure 4) was fortuitous tmd mig}-+ be related to +.h~ h;;rdrogen :ion in 
the solution. Thus it was postulated i.ha·t.. at the sta:::-t of +.he cur7'9 
the increase in the resistance w." = due to the removal of zinc :ten fro.ru 
solution until the J:Oint was reached wh'3re there was a 2gl ratio and 
... he complex formation was complete . At this point then the addition 
of more l,lO~phenant:Qroline will remove some of 4:ihe hydrogen :ion J.ea.d= 
ing to a further increase :i.n t.he resistance o Eventual ly a point will 
be reached wP,ere all of the hydrogen ion is tied up with the 
1 , lO~phenanthroline and the third break in the cmrve is reached and the 
curve levels off o 
If +his postulate i s correct ~ the curve of pH versus milliliters 
of l,lO~phenanthroline added should show that the pH is c onst ant dur~ng 
the first portion of the tit ration curve with a sudden rise after the 
removal of t.he zinc d11e to the formation of the phenanthrolium ion a:nd 
finally an approach to the horizontal o 
J6 
C·urve 2:> Figure 4 shows the result of making such a plot e The 
curve remains level along the first part of its length with a sudden 
rise beginning at about the point where t.here is a 2tl ratio of 
lvlO~phena:nthroline t,o zinc and beginning to level off at the point 
where the .321 'break in the conductivity curve occ,.Jrs e This is in agree= 
uient wl th v1hat has been postulated above ., 
Cur7es 1 and 2, Figure 5 are the same as curves 1 and 2 ~ Figure 4 
e~.cept that the mode of addition is the inverse of that used :.i.n F.i.g~ 
ure 4o In curve 1, Figure ::; there is no indication of a Jgl break 
whie:-"1 would be expected to occur if a ,3gl complex was formed . The 
latter should be especially true since there is presen·t an excess of 
l 910=phenanthroline which should lead to a Jsl complex preferentially ., 
By an analysis similar to the one given above it is possible to relate 
the breaks which do occur to the hydrogen ion in the solution . At the 
first of the e·urves the addition of the zinc on liberates hydrogen ion 
due to t.he displacement of the 1,10- phenanthroline = phenanthroliu::n 
equilibrium w.it.h the concomitant decrease in resi.stance and pB c Even~ 
tually the curves lev91 off after all the complex 'is formed . This 
appears t.o occur at the ·point where the ratio of l~lO~phenanthroli.ne t.c 
zin;! is L98~ or 2~1o 
If these breaks a.re dependent on hydrogen ion then by changing 
the hydrogen ion concentration the breaks should shift . Cu.r"':e lSJ Fig~ 
ure 6 shows what happens t.o t.he conductivity curve if a very small 
amount of hydrochloric acid is added to t.b.e solution before he tit:ra~ 
tion is made . Considerat-ion of this curve shows that the 2~1 break 
has not shLf .. ed at alls> although the breA.k which was fo.rmerly at 
2 e96gl is now at 3ol8~1, a small, but. dedded shift . Curve 2, Figure 
6 shows what happens "'.:o +he l~onduct.ivity r-u.rve when a small amount of 
h;rd roxyl ion is added before making the t.i trat ion. Again the 2~ 1 
break has not shifted whlle the Jsl break has disappeared o 
!1., is t'el"~ that theae data ind]cat.e tha t only a 2gl complex of 
1 ~lO~ph~·nanthroline to zinc is formed; however~ it will be sb.ow.n later 
that there rot.st. be more tha.n cne Gomp.lc.x .formed ., It .is possible that 
some ':Jombinat.ion of )z 1 a1•d 1~ l m1gnt give this type of curv-e o 
If c·ur7eS 1 and 2~ Figure 7 are examined it may be seen hat exten~ 
sion of the straight line portions of he curves give a point of inter~ 
se~1:.ion at approximately a ;2gl ratio of l,lO.,phenantth.roll.ne to zin~ o 
Bowever, the evi.dence is again not conc.lusive as t.o the nature of the 
complexes present~ since it. is possible t.hat some combination of lgl 
and J~l could give a break in the curve at a 2~1 ratioe Further~ it. 
will later be c:hown that :it is impossible for only one complex to be 
present . 
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In the work of Crouthamel~ et al . (6) it was found that by varying 
the pH of the solutions it was possible to obtain two plateaus in the 
curve from which with their other data the molar absorbancy indexes of 
the vr:.rious forms of pericdic acid could be determined~ and consequently 
the ionization constants of the forms of the acid . 
In curves 1 and 2? Figure 7 there is only one plateau and the 
assumption is that there is only one complex present along this flat 
portion of the curve . If only one compl ex i s formed t hroughout the 
entire range 1 the molar absorban~y index of the compl ex should be inde~ 
pendent of whetber there is an excess of zinc or 1 910- phenanthroline 
present . 
The following relationshi.p rel ates t he absorbancy of a sol ution 
to the concentration of the absorbi ng components in the solution. 
where As - absorbancy of t he solution 
L ~ cell l ength in centL~eters 
Equat ion 1 
aMi:: molar abso:rbancy index of ~..~omponent j 
M1 - molar concentration of component 1 
~ ~ summation over j components 
In the case under consideration~ the following general relations 
exist~ ass,1ming t ha t three complexes i.e . lgJ,; 2~1-' and J gl may be 
present. . 
~+ r+ 
Zn + Ph f= ~---t; Z11Ph Equation 2 
zn++ 
-r+ 
Zn(Ph) 2 Equation 3 
+ 
JPh ~ Zn(Ph) { + Equat ion 4 
PhH+ <~ ...:..P Ph -1- H+ Eqaation 5 
::: L £ azn·H· Mzn ... + a1M1 + a2'~2 + eJMJ-+- aph(Cph~Ml =2M2~JM3L/ 
Equatiou 6 
Equation 7 
A~ ~ ~~ A~:: L Laz:r.l"HMZ:n++-+ a1M1 -ta2M2+a3M3~aPh(M1+ztJ2~M}J 
Equa~ion 8 
where 
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A: ~ absorbancy of the sample 
A~ : absarbancy of the blank 
A~ ~ absorbancy observed 
azti1: molar absorbancy index of the zinc ion 
Mzn+t~ molar concentration of "the zinc ion 
- molar absorbancy indexes of t he lgl 9 2gl and 
,3gl complexes respectively 
M1,M2~M.3 ::':: molar concentration of the 18lp 281 and Jgl 
complexes respectively 
L 
~ analytical concenf'T'Rtion of l 910=phenanthroline 
(Throughout this thesis JX will represent the 
analytical concentration of Xe) 
• molar absorbancy index of the 1,1\lO=phenanthroline 
molecule or of the phenanthrolium ion 
~ ce 1 length in centimeters 
In all work done L was equal to LOO c:m e and it was foun::i experi=· 
mentally that azn H was equal to zero . Curve 19 Figure 2 shows that the 
:molar absorbancy i""Clexes of the l 910=phenanthroline and the phenan·· 
throlium ion are equal at the wave l~ngth under consideration; conse~ 
quently:> aph may be used to represent the molar absarbancy index of 
eit er the llllO=phenant.hroline or the phenanthrolium ion o Hence the 
fi.nal equation i.R nowg 
Equa i.on 9 
If the assumption is made t.ha t there is only one .omple:x: formed 
throughout the length of the curve (for example the lg 1 complex) 
equation 9 takes the following formg 
Equation 10 
In the same manner by assuming that only the 2&1 or Jg 1 complex is 
present similar equations may be derived o 
The first step in rendering this equation usef'ul is t.o de erminlfl 
the molar absorbancy index for the l~lO=phenanthroline o This can be 
done readily by reading the absorbancy of a solution eont,aining ol'l.ly 
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llll0=phenanthro1ine. Table 11 gives the pertinent data . 
Table 11 
Molar Absorbancy Index of 1~10~Phenan hroline 
Total Co~centra ion 
of' 
l,lO=Phenanthroline 
r. 5.56 X 10=:;; M 
L67 X l.o-4 M 
loll X 10~1.. M 
Absorbanoy 
read 
l ol04 
0 .740 
Molar Absorbancy 
Index 
a Ph 
6696 
6624 
6660 
Ave . 6660 
!laving ob ained the molar absorbancy index of the l 1,10=phenan= 
throline it is now possible to prove that there must ba more han one 
complex formed . As mentioned above on the .flat portions of he curve 
there is probably only one complex presentJ also if there is or~y one 
complex formed then the same molar absorbancy J.ndex should be obtained 
whe her there is an excess of 1~10=phe.nanthrolina or an excess of zinc: 
presenL This is based on the assumption that when there is an ex>1ess 
of one componen+, present then the second compone'lt is eomple ·sly re~· 
moved from the solution by complex formation and does not contribute 
to the absorbancy. 
Looking now at Figure 7 at t he extreme end of the curves ~he 
absorbancy reading of 0.490 i s observed for curve 1 (ex~ess zinc pres~ 
ent) ll and the reading 0 .195 for curve 2 {excess 1, lO~·phenanthroline 
present) .. Subs~itution of these values i.nto equation 10 allows the 
calculation of the molar absorbancy inde:.ll: of the lg 1 complex for bot.h 
of the above noted conditions o In a similar manner if the only ~omplex 
formed is the 2gl or Jgl the molar absarbanoy index of either of these 
compounds may be calculated . Table 12 shows the results of such 
calculatio!lS o 
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Table 1.2 
Molar Absorbancies Calculated Assuming only one Complex is Formed 
Complex Assumed 
Present 
Mol ar Absorbancy Index 
under conditions of 
Excess 
ls10-PhenQ 
9598 
16.256 
2.2919 
Excess 
Zinc 
12935 
19613 
26Z70 
From Table 1.2 it is obvious that the same ··mlue of the molar 
absorbar.cy index is not obtained in any case . Therefore, it may be 
said that there must be more than one complex formed. 
Kalthoff (17) has very recently v~blished some work on the 
zinc-l,lO~phenanthroline complexes and has reached the conclusion that 
there are three complexes formed in the ratio of 1~1$ .2gl and 3~1 moles 
of 1~10-phenanthro1ine to zinc. Since it has not been possible by 
means of the present work ·to identify any specific compl.ex the 
assumption will be made that he is correct and there are three complexes 
of l~lO~phenant.hroline and zinc~ and an attempt will be made to verify 
the instability constants which he obtained. 
Concerning curve 1, Figure 7 it l!lay be assumed that there is only 
one complex along the flat portion of the curve . In this case then 
the value of' the molar absorbancy index for the 1~1 complex calc;ulatoo 
above .from curve 1 may be considered correct as a. first approximation. 
Having the values of the molar absorba.ncy indexes of the 1,10= 
phenanthro1ine an.d of the 1~ 1 complex it is possible to calculate by 
means of equation 10 the amount of complex.which is present in any 
solution which contains an excess of zinc 6 However~ in the calcula ion 
of the absorbancy index the assumption was made that a.ll of t.he 
1,10-phenanthroline had been taken up to form the complexo Thls :ls of 
course not S't!'ictly true and consequently the calculated molar abeor-
bancy index wlll be slightly low. By :making successive approximat.i.ons 
of the value of this index and calculating a constant a correct value 
can be obtained o 
The following equation represents ' he reaction taking pl ace under 
conditions of exc:es~ zinc :i.n the solutione 
This equilibrium is governed qy a constant of the formg 
K1 ~ L Zn ++J l:.iJJ.2 
. Ml ~ 
where quanti ies in the square brackets represent the molar concen·tra= 
tion of the mole .r..'Ule or ion enclosed in them and M1 has he same ~on= 
notation as when previously usede Table 13 shows t he values of t he 
constant ~al~ulated with various molar absorbancy index values e The 
data for the calculations are taken from the first part of curve 29 
Figure 7 where the necessary condition of excess zinc existso 
A sample calculation illustrating the -mathematical procedure 
i nvolved in the evaluation of K1 is shown below. 
a1 ~ 9950 (assumed) 
A~ ~ e036 (observed) 
A~: M1 (a1 ~ aPh) Equation 10 
0 
M ~ As ~ 0'l6 = 1 094 X 10=5 1 = -~ -=--l'~-  e 
a1 - aPh 9950~6660 
+ ;= .j.,.\-1 =5 Czn + ;;: .... Zn .J M :: 3 .100 :x: 10 
Cph ~ LPhJ '["pn.J:I-4-J Ml ~ Llll X 10~5 
[Pb7 LH~l ~ :; lol X 10~5 .{'Kolthof':f (l?)J 
7:PhHJ 
L Zn -i-:J ~ Czn+.. ~ Ml 
r ph 1 :;: (lo2:Y_jp=5) ~ 
L . 6.1 1 Gl X 1.~ L HJ 
~H:7 ~ 1 X 10=5 
L=Ph~ ~ Cph ~ Ml 
l o909 
from table 9 or 10 
(Table 9) 
(Table 9) 
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- ('~,100 - L091t) (1 olll -1.~41.. _ X 1.0~5 
(1 .909) (1 .094) 
~ (2o006) (0 0 017) X lo- 5 ~ 1 .633.3 X 10~7 
2,088 
Table 13 
Value of the Instability Constan·t~ Kp for the 1~1 Compl ex 
Mol ar Absorbancy 
Index 
Assumed 
9950 
10000 
10100 
Absorbancy 
from 
Curve 1 Fig, 4 
.036 
o05.3 
o070 
o084 
o036 
.053 
.. 070 
.,084 
Ave 
Ave 
cOJ6 
,053 
o070 
o084 
Percent age 
K1 X 107 Deviation Deviation 
X 10'1 
1 .. 633 -0,767 
.3 ol96 f 0,796 
2, 249 ~0,151 
2o525 -i-0,125 
2.400 -3-0o460 
3. 242 ~O ol59 
3o995 ~0 . 594 
3 .. 16.2 ~Oo2,39 
3o205 =0.196 
.3 o401 ~0 ., 297 8 ,7 
6 . 570 ~0 .791 
6 .. 677 ~0 .. 898 
5.126 ~0 , 65.3 
4 .742 =1,0.37 
Ave 5.779 _±O,g45 4 .6 
~~..---~ 
Since a value of a1 of 10,000 gives a K1 with the smallest percent-
age deviation it may be said t hat t his value of the molar absorbanqy 
index is the mo~t nearly correct and that K1 has a value of 
3o4 ~ OQ 3 X lo-7 . This value is in excellent agreement with t he value 
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obtained qy Kalthoff of 3o7 X 10~7 o 
Having evaluated K, the next problem is to evaluate KJ which applies 
to the following equilibrium. 
ZnPh3+-~ d Zn++ + JPh Equation 11 
K ~ ["zn +:J LPh~]3 3 M Equa i on 12 
3 
In curve 2~ Figure 7 it :may be assumed t hat there is probably only 
one complex present along the fla portion of the ~u:rve . Under these 
conditions then9 the molar a~orbancy i ndex recorded in Table 12 under 
conditions of excess lslO~phenanthroline is approximately correct for 
the 381 complex but is a little too small for the same reason as gi ven 
above in the case of the lgl compl ex. 
The following equations in addition to equations 11 and 12 will 
be necessary for the evaluation of KJo 
A~ ~ M3 (a3 = 3aP.h) 
Cph :::: LPh=7 + 3 M.3 L PhH :J 
Czn++: f:zn i-+J + M3 
/}hJ L H~ :: l ol X 10-5 
!:PhH2 
Equati on 13 
Equa·tion 14 
Equati on 15 
Equation 16 
The substitu i on of appropriate data into these equa·cions gives 
the results shown in Table 14o 
From Table 14 it can be seen that the best value of K is 9.17 X 1014. However~ this value is not very gocd since it involves a father large 
deviationo Betterresults cannot be expected however since an error of 
only 0 .001 in reading t he absorbency gives a difference in K3 of over 5 per cen • Kalthoff obtained a value of 1 X 10~17 for the ~nstability 
const ant of this reaction ., It will be shown late that this value is 
probably more nearly correct than the value obt ained in t he present 
work. 
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Table 14 
Values of the Instability Constant for the 3~ 1 Complex 
.Molar Absorh'3.ncy K3 X 1014 Deviation Percentage 
Index J014 ileviation 
Assumed 
28000 8.64 l o9J 
4.45 -2. 26 
6o54 -0 .17 
1. . 55 - 2.16 
9. 36 2. 65 
Ave 6 .,71 11 .84 ! 27 .4 
28500 9o67 0. 50 
6 .01 ~3 .16 
8 . '73 0.44 
7 of' ~1 .72 
l~ . oo, 4.81 
Ave n . 1? ! 2.12 f 23.1 
29000 12oCO -Oo29 
7 o7J ~4 . 54 
11 .rs -1.21 
I ~ o 15 ··1 .1/+ 
!.9o49 7o20 
Ave 12o29 3;3.4 ! 23 .7 
-- - ·-
Thl=.l next step was to determine :1. value for K2• The reaction in·" 
vo~ved is the following~ 
z.nPhr---~ zn ~ + + ~Fh 
The diss.J·"'iation consta.n for this reac+,ion is given by~ 
r 2 = L zn:Z L Pha,7~ 
M2 
The procedure for tne evaluation of ~2 was to use data from curve 
1, Figure 7 ta ing them from those portions of the curve where it would 
be cxpec ea tkt here would be a mixture of the 1~1 and 2gl complexes 
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or a mixture of the 2& 1 and Jglo Having determined a1 and a3 ana K1 
and K.3 by assuming reasonable values for a2 it should be possible , 
by mean.s of successive approximations~ to arrive at a value for K2 o 
The equations required are the followingg 
if the calculations are being made with the 1&1 and 2gl mixture orD 
A~ ~ M.3 (a3 - JaPh) + M2 (a2 ~ 2aph) 
in the case of the 3~1 and 2gl mixture o 
OPh ::: LPhJ +-LPbRJ + M1 or 3M:;/ 2M2 
Czn+t :: L zri:J + M1 or M3 t-M2 
Kl :: L Zn f--1-J L PhJ 
Ml. 
K :. L~ Zn tJ L Ph~]3 3 = 
M3 
The values of t he :l!lvariant quantities follow& 
aPh ~ 6,660 
N K1 ~ 3 o4 X lO~t 
Ka ~ l el X 10~5 
a"- ~ 28, 500 
.:; 
K3 ~ 9el7 X 10~14 
~H~ ~ 1 X 10~5 
~'1 ~ 10,000 
When the calculations were carried out it was found impossible to 
arrive at an exact valae for K2 o This can probably be attrib'J.ted to 
the fact that; since square and cube terms enter into the cal!'ulations l' 
small errors in any of the measurements or in the values of a1 a~d a3 
are magnified o It was found that K2 has a value of about 1 X 10~12 
with a molar absorbancy index f or the complex: of 18 9 500o Kalthoff 
obtained the value of 7 X lo-14 for this const.anto This is no· good. 
agreement although it i.s not as bad as tha found in t he value of K3 o 
Brandt and Kruse (3) found a v~ue for the instability constant 
of the 2~1 and complex of 2o4 X 10- • The value obtained above of 
1 X 10-12 is in excellent agreeme:nto 
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t'~l of the necessary consta:nt.r. have now been evaluated a-rd it 
should be possible to use these cnnst nts to determine the absorbancy 
fer any mixture of zinc and 1 , JO~t;henanthroline . An equation was 
developed rela ting all the known quantities, both those experiment~ 
ally fixed and t hose calculated above~ which can be sclved fer the 
absorbancy of any solution of zinc and lslO-phenanthroline . The 
relations used and the final equations developed are as followsg 
M1 r. J:zn+-:J f~h .. z 
1 ') 
M2 : L !Jn _7 £.Ph~7,_ 
l\.2 
M3 = fzn~Jf:p"!!J!_ 
K.3 
LPhH+J ~FhJ. ~H2. 
Ke. 
A; : a1M1 a 2fft2 a.3M.3 aph (M0 ) - aphCPh 
Ta.le 
solved for 
Values for 
.vl 3 
0 
:.".c•mt ion 17 
Equation 18 
. 5 show~ +,he r"'sul ts obtained :;•.rhen t he abo1re '3quc.tions were 
th" a bs orbuney of solut.ions of zinc and 1 910- phenanthroline . 
••7 , + and G,)h \":ere taken f.!"om ~urve 1 !1 Figure 7 . 
_ ..r .1 -
The qles~ion whL~~ nov arises is, wilJ Kolt hoffa s values for the 
·yarious K;.. "':~ve & better fit to the ~urve -!:han the values ca] .ulated 
i n thi8 ,,o:_·k.;' 'l'h.:s problem was att&cked by developing two equations 
of the ~2!!'P fo::'1'n :J.S equations 17 a.nd 18 but in~lolving the ste,£'·Nise 
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Table 15 
Observed and Calculated Values of the Absorbancy 
Corresponding to Curve 1 Figure 7 
0znt--t Cph Absorbancy Absorbancy Percentage Observed Calculated Error 
38100 X 10~~ 1.667 x 1o=4 0.182 0 .193 60 0 
9 . 300 X 10~5M 1 .667 X 10=4 Oo423 0 .423 o.o 
4 o030 X l0~4M l o667 X 10~4 0.,490 Oo555 13.0 
reaction of the zinc and l~lO~phenanthroline . These reactions are shown 
belowo 
Zn +-++ Ph ;:z-=~> ZnPh ++ 
B.y using these equations anQ the measured absorbancy from several 
points along curve 1 9 Figure 7 it is possible to evaluate the variou~ 
molar absorbancy indexeso Since the value of K1 obtained b,y the 
method discussed in tM.s paper agrees with the value found by Kolthof.f 
it was assumed that the molar absorbancy index which was calculated 
for the lgl complex above was probably correct. As a result of thi~ 
assumption the evaluation of a2 and a corresponding to Kol thofffts 
Ks involves only the solution of two gimul aneous eq·uations . A com~ 
parison of the average values calculated with he values found in t.his 
work are shown in Table 16. 
From this table it can be seen hat there is some difference but 
that it is fairly small amounting o a maximum of only about 10 per 
cent o 
Having obtained all the constan s necessary i is now possible to 
evaluate the absorbancy of any mixture of zinc and l,lO~phenanth:rolJne 
in the same manner as was used earliero Table 17 shows the absorbancy 
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Table 16 
Comparison of Molar .Absorbancy Values Calculated 
from Kol thoff 1 s l< Values and J!'ound in thi s work 
------------------
Molar absorban.::les 
Calculated from 1 ound in 
Kol thoff ' s Ks this work 
18,735 
25,730 
18~500 
28,500 
values calculated using Kol t.hoff ' s K values and ·valuf'c de ived there-
from . The ether necessa.r.r data were taken from rve 1~ l'igure • 
Table 17 
GoJ'l!parison of Observed and CaJ.culated Absorbancies Using 
Kol thoff 1 s K Values and Data from Curve 1 }!'igure 7 
C'"' 1- - Crh Abs orbancy Absorbancy ~ crctntaga 
... n Observed Gal cula ted Error 
..~- . 550 y ,n- 5 .o\o ~:.J 1o667 X 10~4 0.092 0.084 8 . '7 
6. 200 '·' lJ- 5 1.66'7 X 10~4 0. 340 O. JL2 0 .6 
" 
3.100 z 10-4 1.667 J lo- 4 0 •. 490 Oo498 1.6 
A compe.rif:'O:rJ. of Tables 15 and 17 shows that Kolthoff 1s valnes 
give a little better fit to the experimental data . Conseouently it is 
fel that his values of K1 , K2 and K3 may be a l=l.ttle be.ter than t.no 
values found by u~is author . 
IX e .DEVELOPM.EJ.'iTT OF A METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Since it h~.s been shown that zinc' and lrlO~ph~nar:throll:...? fo:r.n a 
complex which has a signlfi~a.nt absorption at 292 o.5 mu it should be 
possible t.o apply this knowledge to he determination of zinc when i 
is present in small amount3 o I·t would be partic".:l:.arly desirable to be 
able to do th~;s when zinC' is a :-:on:aminant .i.n meta:lic zirconiumo 
A e The Standard Curve 
If a suitable proce:iure 1s t.o be developed it is desi.::"9.ble that 
the scl1.1 .ic'::!S oh3y t.'he Beer~l.amber·t law c This law states that the 
abs•Jrbancy is a linear fu.uction oi' the concentration o:f the absorbing 
substance preo~nt o In general exceptions to this law a.re not. noted 
except in the case where the complex ia hi ghly dissooiatedo The 
first step then is to establish t hat the complex of zinc ~~ 
l»lO=phenanthr.olin& obeys the Beer=Lamber· lawg this also gives the 
calibra t ion curve from which the eon-:!en· ration of z:i.nc may be est:l.~ 
mated after the absorbancy is measuredo 
It is possible to prove by means of a statistical treatment of 
the data that "th'- (:J'JXVe :s really linear and to determine "the con·, 
fidence or the fiducial limits to b9 expected in a determination c 
The concept of fiducial limits will be very val";Jable when it becomes 
necessary to determine whether a given ion interferes. Fidu~ial limits 
are a statistical oncept which give t he error expected to occur qy 
chance alone in a determination, The value which i.s obtained for any 
given set of data varies with the cutting level choseno If 9 for 
example,, a five per cent c.out·ting level is chosen, then it may be said 
that five results in one hundred will fall outsi.de these limits by 
chance alone; if a one per cent level is chosen then one result; in one 
hundred will fall outside these limits o In this work the one per cen·t 
level wa:a used in all calr~ulat.ions o The value of his concept wi h 
reference t.o a study of i.nterfering ions may be Sl';len tl.S fellows~ if a 
determination :is made SJ and the Yalue of ·the ahsorba:.;·w·y falls within 
t:':l.o3P. limj.ts 9 it :may be said tha the ion under consideration does not. 
interfere~ conversely 1f t.he absorbancy is outside these limits it JM,V 
be concluded that ~be ion probably does interfere o 
Two series of solutions were run on different days o The content 
of he solutions and the absorbancles observed are given in Tables 18 
and 19. A plot of absorbanqy as a function of he zinc concentration 
is shown in Figure 8 . 
5. 56 X 10-.3 M 
1 ,10- Phen ., 
ml . 
3 .00 
3 . 00 
3 .00 
3 .00 
3 .00 
3 .00 
3 .00 
3. 00 
3. 00 
.3 . 00 
3. 00 
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Table 18 
Content of Solutions and Absorbancies Obser ved 
for the Standard Curve 
3.100 X lo-4 M Tot al 
Zinc , Volume· * 
' 
Absorba.ncy 
ml o ml . 
0. 50 100 . 00 0 . 010 
1.00 l OO oOO 0 . 014. 
1 . 50 100 0 00 0 .028 
2o00 100.00 0 . 042 
3. 00 100.00 0. 055 
1~ . oo 100 .00 0. 078 
6.00 100 . 00 0 .109 
8 .00 100 . 00 0 .151 
10 . 00 100 . 00 0 .196 
12. 00 100 . 00 0 . 218 
14o00 lOO oOO 0 0 260 
'*· pH was adjusted to 5 i n each case . 
5o56 X lo- 3 M 
llllO-Pheno, 
m.l. 
3.00 
3o00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
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Table 19 
Content of Solutions and Absorbancies Observea 
for the Standard Curve 
3.100 X lo-4 M Total 
Zinc, Volumeo* 
' 
Absorbancy 
ml . ml. 
0.50 100 .00 0.011 
1.00 100.00 0 .020 
1.50 100.00 0 .029 
2.00 100o00 0 .037 
3.00 100.00 0.060 
4.00 100.00 0.078 
6o00 lOO oOO 0.1 8 
8.00 100.00 0 .151 
10.00 100.00 0 .190 
12.00 100. 00 0.233 
14.00 lOO eOO 0 .258 
-~ -----~---.-. 
* pH adjusted to 5 in each case. 
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Assume th,.i::. z.n f3quation 0f :.hC;: f,_.rm Y = r! .._ k fits ths dLta . In 
this equation Y T.'epresent:: the abscrl-)a..~lcy > X the ce:ncentrat:ion of zinc 
and a and k a:re "onstants . The vallE ol' t· ~nd l• !~ay be det.srr it'~..d by 
the simuJ. tan:::;ou;:; so.luticn of .he f ·n<·wiT'Ig cqua'tionE derived .trcm the 
one gi·ven abcve by th€ methcd c=: 1eas4~' .::~u .. ·res . 
In these equFti.,.r.s Ss Y ~ 8 . . !md k have t~19 SJ.!!Jc signif:i.cance as a ovEJ~ 
S represents Zl l.t'f.'.9.t1 en and N :is t.ht:; t ... tc,.1 nnf'lt,cr of' cases . The dat.a 
from Tables 18 e.nd 19 yield the following ve.luBs for these quantities~ 
SXY = 21 0 559 
sx = 1.24. 000 
sx2 =1145 .ooo 
SY :;: 2. 346 
N = 24 
Solution of tbs sin:ultaneous equations give::; +.he valuss ;.J. ::: 0 . 0187 vnj 
k = OoOOl; thP. eq1.lation of the straight line t.h1.1S becorneo 
Y 1':: 0 . 018'7! ~ 0 .,00} . This equation is drawn in .F'igure 8 . 
By inspeetion it may be seen that the line represented l:y the 
above equation is a good fit to the data . :~nother statistical ·~on.;:·:.pt, 
the analysis of variance , provides further f;vidEnce t:i1at, the assumption, 
that, a straight line fits t he dat.a. , is vaJ id . Ta le 20 g i.ve::: t.he 
outline of the calt~cllations I·equired o 
Thb ratio of ~,he mean square for regrr::seic1 to the m0an "'qyare fn: 
residuals is kno\m as the variance ratio and :is d signateci c::- I;; +hid 
•;alue makes it possible to estimate the I!onlineP..rity of the da.ta . Jn 
statistics it is customary to state the problcrr. as a nwl J:;ypot.hesis,; 
in this case the statE.:ment is 11the data do not fit ~:::. straigh~, line 11 • 
Tables (29) hav"3 been calculated by meanl:3 of ;~h:c..h it is p:Jssible to 
deC'lde wher.her the nt:Jl hypotbesis can r·cfuted or if such rsria·!.ion 
F.Jght be e~rpectcd by chanct: alene . 
Source of 
Variation 
Regression 
Residuals 
Total 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
1 
N-2 
N-1 
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Table 20 
Analysis of Variance 
Sum of 
Squares 
a.SXY+kSY -(SY)2 
N 
Mean Squares 
aSXY""kSY ~ J.ill2 
N 
sy2 - aSXY ~ kSY 
N-2 
In the case under consideration if the calculations are carried 
out as has been indicated an[ value of 11,936 is obtained. On enter~ 
ing the table under the appropriate degrees of freedom (1 and 22) at 
the one per cent level a value of E ~ 7 . 94 is found. Hence it may be 
said that the null hypothesis can be refuted and the data de fit a 
straight line. If the calculated value had been less than 7.94 it 
would have been necessary to say that the data probably did not fit 
a straight line. Thus it has been proven that the Beer-Lambert law is 
obeyed over the range investigated. 
Having completed the analysis of variance it is now possible to 
compute the fiducial limits. In order to do t his two further quanti-
ties are needed. They are the standard deviation about the line of 
regression and Student's .:t value for the proper ntunber of degre'3S of 
freedom a t the one per cent levelo The former is calculated by ex-
tracting the square root of the value of the mean square for residuals 
and the latter is available from tables such as those contained in 
Snedecor (29)o The product of these two quantities establishes the 
fiducial limits. 
In the case under consideration calculation of the square root 
of the mean square for residuals gives a value f0.004 absorbancy unit 
as the standard deviation about the line of regression. The value of 
.1i at the one per cent lev~l for 22 degrees of freedom is 2. 797 from 
the table. Hence the fiducial limits have the value of 
(2 .797) (!9 .004) = 10.011. That is to say that 99 out of 100 times 
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the measured absorbancy should ia.ll ..,..lithin 11-0 . 011 abscrb,:mcy ·;ni7, f:'O'll 
-the .least squares lineo 
Thus it has been shown that the solutions obey the Beer-·L<.J.!nbe::-t 
law over the concentration range studied and that,, by c-hance alons , 
only one in one hundred results will fall more tha:1 ~0 . ·Jll e bsorbanC'y 
unit away from the best straight line G 
Eo Interferen~os ~~d their Eli~inatio~ 
The study of interfering ions we 3 carried out in the :i'o:..lowing 
manner$ A ?eries of soluticns wac mar:le up containing 5 m1 . ~" 
3 . 100 X 10~'+ M zinc soltrt.ion~ 5 ~m] o of l M ammonitun acetat.e , as a 
buffer~ and 3 ml ., of 5o56 X lC~.; M 1,10-phenanthroline . To ea..;h of 
these solutions was added 2 mgo of the i~n whose interferen:!e was to 
be tested. The solution was adjusted to rH 5 and the ~Iolu.'lle made ,_\p 
to 100 "00 ml e These solutions were then read on the Be.;kme.n specho-
photometer at 292 o5 mu against a blank containing only an identical 
concentration of the 1,10-phenanthroline and ammoni'.un acetate o 
The corre:!t reading for the amount of zinc used was determined. 
from the calibration curve (Figure 8)o fly the use of the f.idu.:;ial 
limits in the manner already described it wa.: possible to determin~ 
which ions interfered o Figure 9 shows graph:: ca. ly the ions testsd 
and the results obtained. Consideration of this figure shows clearly 
the usefulness of the concept of fiducial limits since a glance at 
these curves immediately shows which ions interfere o 
T~e following ions cause interference i iron(II), manganese{II):. 
copper(II), cadmium{II) 1 and nickel (li) interfere by forming com-
plexes~ titanium(IV), iron(IIJ), zirconyl, molybda:.e , vanadate,· 
wolframate and aluminum interfere by forming precipitates at t.he pH 
used o All of these interferences lead to hj gh results . :F'e:croc-yanid 
causes low resu~ ts probably due to the o.bctracting of the zinc (II ) 
from the zinc-1 , 10- phenanthroline complex to form the well known 
zincferro~yanide compound o Ferricyan:ide a.nd d.ichromate cause high 
rE;sults probably due to t.heir high absorbancy in the wave length 
region used . 
That niclml(II) should interfare is not too sarprl.Slng sinco 
Vosburg and Cooper (30) have shown that three complexes ~aving abs:·r·p-
tion in the visible range of the spectru£1 are fc::-mGd between nicke'!. II) 
and 1,10-phenanthrolineo Since 1,10-phenanthroline is an ami e it 
might be expected that it would f'orm a complex with c opper(II) . C d-
mi'Jm(II) has similar chemical properties to zinc(II) and consequently 
would be expected to form complexes with 1,10- phenanthroline e No goo:l 
explanation fer th-- slight interference of n:anganess(II) has been 
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found, except that it is a divalent ion and as such might be expected 
to complex with 1,10-phenanthroline. The well known complex of 
iron(II) with 1,10-phenant.hroline was also found to absorb in the 
region of 292o5 mu~ Since these interferences are due to complex or 
compound formation their elimination could probably be accomplished 
only by the complete removal of the ionso 
As has been mentioned previously, it was desirable to determine 
zinc( II) in the presence of zirconium(IV)o Zirconium(IV) was found 
to interfere by the formation of a precipitate and hence a search was 
begun for a reagent which would keep zirconi1un(IV) in solution., Of 
the reagents tested including tartrate, citrate~ fluoride, oxalate, 
mandelate and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid only tartrate would hold 
zirconium(IV) in solution under the experimental conditions., 
The absorption at 292o5 mu due to tartrates i.n solutions adjusted 
to pH 5 was determined in order to approximate their possible inter-
ferenceo The combined effect of zirconi~~(TV)-tartrate solutions was 
also studied and the results are listed in Table 2lo 
20% Tar-'-a:ric 
Acid~* 
ml e 
5.,00 
lO oOO 
20o00 
20 ., 00 
2C ., OO 
2o.no 
Table 21 
Absorbancy of Tartrate and of the 
Tartrate Zirconi.um Complex 
Zirconium, 
giDo 
OaOO 
OoOO 
OoOO 
OolO 
0 0 20 
0.50 
Absorbancy 
VSo H20 
Oo012 
0.0.34 
O.OJ6 
OoO.)o 
Oo0.33 
Oo0.3J 
------·----------~----------------~----------------·------~ * The pH was adjusted to 5 in each c se with ~~4oH and a total 
volume of lOO QOO milliliters was used e 
Consideration of the above table shows that ~~e absorbancy is 
independent o the amount o.f tartaric acid present between 10 .00 and 
20 e00 mle and also indepe~dent of the amount of zirconi~~ from 0.100 
to OQ500 gmo As a result of this it would appear possible to use a 
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blank containing only tartaric acid. In order to check this a series 
of solutions was prepared containing both zinc(II) and zirconium(IV) 
and the absorbancies were determined against both a solution contain-
ing only 1,10-phenanthroline and tartaric acid and against a solution 
which contained 0.500 gram of zirconium(IV) in addition to the tartaric 
acid and 1,10-phenanthroline. The tartaric acid and 1,10-phenanthroline 
were maintained at constant concentrations ~ using 20.00 ml. of a 
20% solution of the former and 3.00 ml. of a 5.56 X lo-3 M solution of 
the latter. A total volume of 100.00 ml. and pH 5 was used in each 
case. The results are given in Table 22. 
Table 22 
Absorbancies of Solutions Containing Zirconium(IV) 
Using Various Reagent Blanks 
Zirconium(IV), 
gm. 
o.oo 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
3.100 X 10-4 M 
Zinc(II), 
ml. 
o.oo 
o.oo 
1.00 
2.00 
5.00 
10.00 
Absorbancies 
Calculated* Observed** Observed*** 
-0.030 
0.030 
0.019 0.050 0.020 
0.038 o.o66 0.035 
0.094 0.114 0.084 
0.188 0.196 0.162 
* Absorbancy calculated from the standard curve. 
** Absorbancy observed against a blank of 1,10-phenanthroline and 
tartrate. 
*** Absorbancy observed against a blank of 1,10-phenanthroline, 
zirconium(IV) and tartrate. 
Examination of this table shows that there probably is some complex 
formation between the zirconium(IV) and the 1,10-phenanthroline. This 
assumption is based on the fact that zirconium(IV) in the presence of 
tartrate does not have an increased absorbancy due to the presence of 
zirconium(IV) but when 1,10-phenanthroline is added an absorbancy of 
0.030 is noted when the absorbancy should be zero against the tartrate 
1,10-phenanthroline blank. It is probable tLat the molar absorbancy 
index for the zirconium(IV)-1,10-phenanthroline complex is rather low 
since the large amount of zirconium(IV) produces such a small absor-
bancy. Also the stability of the complex is probably low in that it 
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is noted that when the amount oi' zinc(II) is increased the interference 
is decreased o 
The conclusion must therefore bereached that while tartrate will 
keep zirconium(IV) in sol".ltion and prevent it precipitating» zinc(II) 
cannot be determined acc':ll'ately in the presence of zirconium(IV) due to 
complex formation between the latter and the l:>lO~phe:nant.hroline e 
It. might bra possible to use some other masking reagent with 
zirconi~(IV) which would prevent the zirconium(IV) forming a complex 
with l,lO=phenanthrolineo With this end in view it was decided to 
prepare some sodium p~·sulfobenzenearsonic acid according to the method 
of Oneto (24)o This was done and it was found that this compound had 
the ability to keep the zirconium(IV) in solutiono .An absorption 
spectrum of this compound was run at two concentrations against distilled 
water and it was found that at the concentration at which it was de-
sirable to work there was complete absorption below a wave length of 
310 muo lhis curve is shown as number 3 in Figure 10$ for purposes of 
interest, curve 4 of the same figure shows the absorption spectrum of 
a more dilute solution (lo~3 M)e 
It is possible that this compound may have some value in the 
complexation of zirconium(IV) for some purposes but due to its high 
absorption it is unsuitable for use in this spectrophotometric methoi 
for the determination of zinc(II) o 
The precipitation of iron(III) was prevented by the use of t'!U"taric 
acid but reduction to iro:u(II) occurred and consequen -ly it was impos-
sible to eliminate this interfereDce o 
Titanium(IV) was prevented from precipitating by the use of tar-
taric acid; however~ it was found that the solution had an ext.remely 
high absorbancy e As a result of the high absorbancy of the solution 
contain_tng titanium(IV) it is impossible to· determine zinc(II) i,n the 
presence of thi.s element .. 
The precipitation of aluminum(III) is eliminated ~ the use of 
tartaric acid and by using the same amount of tartaric acid in the 
blank as in the sample it is possible to determine zinc(II) in the 
presence of aluminum(III)~ at least in the concentration range s tudied o 
Table 23 shows the results obtained. 
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-1..-"' 
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0-
0 
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>-. 1.0 
u 
z 
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CD 
a:: 
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(/) 
CD 
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Curve 4 
250 300 350 400 
WAVE LENGTH m p. 
Fig. 10. Absorption spectra of saturated solution of n-propylarsonic acid, pH 
2.1 (curve I); I x 10-3 M n- propylarsonic acid, pH 3.9 (curve 2); 0 .23 M 
sodium p-sulfobenzenearsonic acid, pH 2.0 (curve 3); I x 10-3 M sodium 
p- sulfobenzenecrsonic acid pH 3.8 (curve 4). 
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Table 2.3 
Determination of Zinc(II) in the Presence of Aluminum(III) 
5o56 X 10-3M 20% Tartaric .3 ol00 X 10=4M 
1~10-Pheno, Acid,* Zinc(II), 
mlo mlo ml. 
3o00 
3 o00 
3 .00 
3 .. 00 
lO oOO 
10 .00 
10 .,00 
lO oOO 
OoOO 
5o00 
5 .. 00 
5. 00 
Absorbancy 
Aluminum(III) ~ t'ound Expect.ed 
mgo 
0.096 0 .094 
Oo095 0 .,094 
Oo099 0 .,094· 
------------------~·----~-------------------------------~--~---* pH adjusted to 5 with NH4 OH and a total volume of lOO oOO mL used 
in each case aboveo 
c. Applications 
The appl.icat.ions of this method for the determination of zinc(II) 
are somewhat limited in that iron interferes in the determination and 
the latter is one of the most common materials found as an impurity in 
any substance which is to be analyzed o 
In the absence of iron however, it is possible to determine 
zinc(II) in the presence of a large number of elemen s as has been 
shown in the preceding section., Judging from the fiducial limits it 
is possibl~ to determine zinc(II) with a precision c~.f ~ ., 5 ml.. of 
3.100 X lo-4 M zinc (II) solution which is equivalent to 10 ug of 
zinc per lOOoOO ml. 
D" Recommended Procedure 
Dissolve a sample of such size that it will con· ain between 100 
and 200 micrograms of zinc in a:ny acid in which th~ material is soluble 
except perchloric since the latter causes the l 2 10~phenanthroline to 
precipitate o To · his solution a1d 3 .00 mlo of a 0 .1 per cen·t solution 
of 1,10-phenanthroline and 5 ml. of 1 M ammonium acetate as a buffer. 
Adjust t he pH so that it j .s between 4.5 and 5.5 and make up to a tota.l 
volume of l.OO oOO ml. Read the resulting solution against a reagent 
bl.anka By consulting a standard urve the amount of zinc in the 
solution may be determined a 
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Xo SUMMARY 
lo The met.hOO. of continuous variations, dev loped by ,job~ he 
mole ratio method~ and a conductomet:ric method indicated that the 
most probable ratio of l,JO-phenanthroline to zinc in the complex is 
2~1 . However, it. was shown that more t.han one complex is formed and 
it was finally concluded that there were three compleoces . 
2 . The diseoolat.ion C'onstants for "he three complexes were 
evaluated by a method of successive approximations. The values of 
these constants were es :imated to be 3o4 .~ 0.3 X 10"'7 .for KJ !l 
1 X 10~12 for K2 , a."1d 9 .17 l 2 ol2 X lo-14 for K3• 
3. The molar absorb~ncy indexes for the thr~~ complexes were 
evaluated and estimated to be 10,000, 18,500~ and 28~500 respectively 
for the 1~1, 2~1~ and Jgl complexesQ 
4. A standard curve was prepared and the data treated s .ati.s-
tir::ally to determine the best straight line through the data o The 
data were further analyzed to determine the confidence limHs o 
5. A study of interferences was conducted and attempts were 
made to eliminate as many of them as possible o Due o the extreme 
sensitivity of iron(II) to l~lO~phenanthroline the method has limited 
use since iron occurs as a contaminant in so many materials . 
6. Sodium p-sulfobenzenearsonic acid was prepared and investi~ 
gated as a possible complexing agent for zirconium. This material 
prevents the precipitation of zirconitun(IV) in the pH range being usad 
but itself ha.s a high absorption in he wave length range wher«; the 
worK was done and consequently it is unsuitable fiJI' use in the method. 
XIo SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
It is felt that a good spectrophotometric method for i·,he deter~ 
mi.nat.ion of zinc should be developed o This migh take the fo:::-m of 9ll 
extended study of the complexes formed between zinc(II) and d1thizon'3 
or possibly t..lJ.e discovery of some other organic reagent which would 
not have the disadvantages which are inherent in the methcd described 
here or in the dithizone methodo A ~eagent of tha l,lO~phenanthrolin~ 
type modified to include a chromophor:ic group might be suitable. 
It is possible that if a stronger masking reagent for zirconium 
(IV) could be devised which would prevent a reaction between t.i.e 
zirconium(IV) and 1,10-phenanthroline he methcd described could 
be used for the determination of zinc(II) in zircomum met,al. In 
this connection a sulfonated alkyl arsonic acid is suggested . In 
ISC-164 
Figure 10, curves 1 and 2, are shown the absorption spectra of 
n-propylarsonic acid at two different concentrations. These curves 
make it appear that, if the spectrum did not change too radically on 
sulfonation, it· might be possible to use a compound of this type. 
It appears to this author that it may be possible to develop 
methods for the spectrophotometric determination of a large number 
of inorganic ions by the use of the ultraviolet region of the 
spectrum. 
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